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Abstract
A significant initiative in engineering education in the U.S. began in 2014 when the National Science Foundation (NSF) initiated the IUSE/PFE: REvolutionizing engineering and computer science Departments (IUSE/PFE: RED) program. The goals of IUSE/PFE: RED (hereinafter referred to as RED) are to “enable engineering and computer science departments to lead the nation by successfully achieving significant sustainable changes necessary to overcome longstanding issues in their undergraduate programs and educate inclusive communities of engineering and computer science students prepared to solve 21st-century challenges.” In 2015, six RED projects were funded followed by seven more in 2016. In addition, NSF funded researchers at Rose-Hulman and the University of Washington (called Revolutionizing Engineering and Computer Science Departments Participatory Action Research REDPAR) to facilitate communication and collaboration among the RED teams and to study the processes followed by RED teams. Overviews of funded RED projects and the collaborative projects across teams are included here. In the conference session, a former RED program officer will introduce the RED program. Then seven RED teams (ASU, Purdue, Oregon State, USD, Colorado State, Iowa State, and Boise State) and the REDPAR team will present highlights from their projects. Session attendees will then engage with RED team members in an interactive format to learn more about the projects, gain insight into how they might prepare their own future RED proposals, see how these projects are changing the landscape of engineering education across the U.S., and consider approaches for applying lessons to their own institutions to enact change.

Revolutionizing Engineering and Computer Science Departments (RED)
A significant initiative in engineering education in the U.S. began in 2014 when the National Science Foundation (NSF) initiated the IUSE/PFE: REvolutionizing engineering and computer science Departments (IUSE/PFE: RED) program described in this work in progress. The goals of IUSE/PFE: RED (hereinafter referred to as RED) are to “enable engineering and computer science departments to lead the nation by successfully achieving significant sustainable changes necessary to overcome longstanding issues in their undergraduate programs and educate inclusive communities of engineering and computer science students prepared to solve 21st-century challenges.”

The idea for RED emerged from a high-level review of Engineering Education investments at the NSF. Informed by both internal program evaluations of current and prior programs and external assessments in the engineering education literature [1, 2], the review revealed that while there had been significant progress made in diffusing engineering education innovations in first-year engineering and in capstone design, change had been much slower in the middle years of the curriculum. In particular, while certain workplace-relevant engineering skills such as communication, teamwork, design, ethics, and socio-political contexts of engineering work were by then well embedded in first-year and to varying extents in capstone experiences, these had yet to be threaded through core engineering courses. These core courses in the middle years are critical for retention of all student populations, including especially those entering as transfer students. Senior management felt strongly that department head commitment was critical to any change strategy affecting the middle years, and recent literature on change management
highlighted the importance of organizational structure and reward systems both at and beyond the department level [3, 4, 5].

Thus the RED framework, in contrast to prior NSF investments in department-level reform, demanded nothing short of a revolution: built into the key program features were evaluation criteria that efforts be “radically, suddenly, or completely new; producing fundamental, structural change; or going outside of or beyond existing norms and principles” [6]. With an innovative department head or dean at the helm, change had to be rooted in engineering education research, a social science understanding of organizations, and a theoretical change framework that could move research to practice, with team composition reflecting this varied expertise. Faculty development efforts, incorporation of professional practice, and a plan for scalability that countered anticipated obstacles had to be baked in to the original vision and project plan.

With NSF investing relatively large amounts of money in unique departmental experiments, it was critical to ensure that each team would serve as a model, propagating change to other institutions in similar and related disciplines. An additional group with expertise in academic change was sought to undertake a meta-study of the entire RED awardee cohort, facilitating communication across awardee teams, ferreting out patterns in change efforts, and identifying differences in change strategies, institutions, disciplines, and other factors that might influence the shape, direction, and rapidity of the revolution locally and nationally.

As described by a current RED program officer, Elliot Douglas, the focus of RED projects is on cultural and organizational change. “Faculty often start by thinking about what educational activities they want to implement. But this approach will not be effective if the culture of the department doesn’t change. RED projects start with the cultural change they want to make, and then identify educational approaches to support that cultural change.”[7]

**Funded RED projects**

In 2015, the first cohort of six RED projects were funded at Arizona State University (ASU), Colorado State University (CSU), Oregon State University (OSU), Purdue University, University of North Carolina, Charlotte (UNCC) and the University of San Diego (USD). In 2016, the second cohort of seven more projects were funded at Boise State University, Iowa State University, Rowan University, University of Illinois, University of New Mexico, University of Texas at El Paso, and Virginia Tech. In addition, NSF funded researchers at Rose-Hulman and the University of Washington (called REvolutionizing engineering and computer science Departments Participatory Action Research REDPAR) to facilitate communication and collaboration among the RED teams and to study the processes followed by RED teams.

All projects that were funded in the first two rounds of the RED program are listed in Table 1 including cohort, title, institution, and department. All are public universities except for USD. Brief summaries of some of these projects and references to other published work are included in the discussion below.
Table 1 Funded RED Programs from Cohorts 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Additive Innovation: An Educational Ecosystem of Making &amp; Risk Taking</td>
<td>Arizona State University</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Revolutionizing Roles to Reimagine Integrated Systems of Engineering Formation</td>
<td>Colorado State University</td>
<td>Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Shifting Department Culture to Re-situate Learning and Instruction</td>
<td>Oregon State University</td>
<td>Chemical, Biological &amp; Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>An Engineering Education Skunkworks to Spark Departmental Revolution</td>
<td>Purdue University</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering (ME)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The Connected Learner: Design Patterns for Transforming Computing and Informatics Education</td>
<td>University of North Carolina, Charlotte</td>
<td>Computer Science (CS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Developing Changemaking Engineers</td>
<td>University of San Diego</td>
<td>School of Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Computer Science Professionals Hatchery</td>
<td>Boise State University</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Reinventing the Instructional and Departmental Enterprise to Advance the Professional Formation of Electrical and Computer Engineers</td>
<td>Iowa State University</td>
<td>ECE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rethinking Engineering Diversity, Transforming Engineering Diversity</td>
<td>Rowan University</td>
<td>Civil &amp; Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Defining the Frontiers of Bioengineering Education at Illinois &amp; Beyond</td>
<td>University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td>Bioengineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Formation of Accomplished Chemical Engineers for Transforming Society</td>
<td>University of New Mexico</td>
<td>Chem &amp; Bio Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A Model of Change for Preparing a New Generation for Professional Practice in Computer Science</td>
<td>University of Texas at El Paso</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Radically Re-designing the Fan-in and Fan-out of an Electrical and Computer Engineering Department</td>
<td>Virginia Tech</td>
<td>ECE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At Arizona State University, the RED team is taking a systems approach to better understand the educational ecosystem and to support faculty to realize a mindset of additive innovation [8] and pedagogical risk-taking in their classrooms [9]. The team is taking a multi-pronged approach that includes understanding the engineering program’s current culture through experience-centered narrative research [10], developing an instrument to assess pedagogical risk-taking, developing an understanding of making in the engineering classroom, and tracing impacts of the RED project on other institutions. The team has also developed a conceptual framework that leverages previous work in organizational change theory, higher education, and STEM teaching practices [4, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] to screen potential faculty interventions to increase the likelihood of success. This framework has facilitated the emergence of faculty-driven affinity groups that will serve as one vehicle for increasing pedagogical risk-taking among faculty. This framework, and examples from our experiences applying the framework, will be presented in this session [17].

At Colorado State University (CSU) the RED team is redefining what it means to teach and learn in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE). Approaching the degree from a holistic perspective, they no longer view the ECE program as a set of disparate courses taught by autonomous faculty in “silos,” but as an integrated system that fosters collaboration. They are, in effect, throwing away courses to overcome the challenges of the current engineering educational system, yet their vision can be realized within the structural barriers inherent in higher education. CSU’s new pedagogical and organizational model emphasizes knowledge integration and interweaves thematic content threads (creativity, foundations, and professionalism) throughout the curriculum. While ECE material is known for being extremely abstract and mathematically intense, multifaceted faculty teams are working collaboratively to help students connect the dots between topics and demonstrate why their knowledge is relevant to the world outside the classroom. Embarking on a range of initiatives to cultivate a student-centric culture that embraces people of all backgrounds, the CSU RED team is drawing on the latest technologies and active learning methods to help students explore their passions and experience the excitement of engineering. More information on this project is available [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26].

At Oregon State University the RED team is transforming a School of Chemical, Biological, and Environmental Engineering (CBEE) through creation of a community and culture of inclusion and a shift in student learning from sequestered activities to more realistic and consequential work [27]. While CBEE has already implemented innovative curricula with a rich array of co-curricular activities, the professional development of engineers operates within the larger culture of engineering as practiced in industry. OSU has proposed that this larger context must be attended to, including improved inclusion from under-represented groups. Project activities address course design, pedagogies, faculty/staff/graduate student culture [28], and undergraduate student culture [29]. The team proposes that if efforts are to affect lasting change, simultaneous resituating and renegotiating these multiple components must occur. Activity theories provide both an explanation for the ongoing existence of departmental norms and practices and a framework for inducing and situating change. Indeed, it has been argued that a situative approach is needed to address the complex professional development of engineers. Project implementation focuses on: development of a faculty/staff working group advancing equity and inclusion,
curricular reform in a studio-based model that utilizes Model- and Design- Eliciting Activities to reflect the real work of engineers, student “Pods” as self-assembling communities of experience, and changing departmental policies and procedures to better value and reward faculty/staff efforts in support of this work.

At Purdue University, the RED team is attacking fundamental issues of emotion, trust, and relationships within the Mechanical Engineering program, all within the context of large scale. This team is forming a new organization called re|course to function as a skunkworks for engineering education. The research includes a departmental ethnography derived from interviews with faculty, staff, and students, departmental brochures and other documents, and in-person observations within public spaces. re|course is a research-to-practice incubator that provides an organizational structure and support resources to teams of faculty, staff, and students engaged in making change in the ME program. Key research and re|course efforts focus on attitudes and beliefs about teaching and learning, relationships among faculty, staff, and students, scalable assessment and feedback for students, and other dimensions of the student experience. Notably, the curriculum itself is not the focus of any on-going research or re|course effort, and this is recognition that the curriculum is one non-relationship-driven part of the total student experience and the broader departmental culture. Recent work has been reported [30, 31].

At the University of San Diego, the RED team, including the Dean and Chairs of Electrical, Industrial and Mechanical Engineering, is developing Changemaking Engineers. The project aims to prepare students to innovate engineering solutions within a contextual framework that embeds humanitarian, sustainable and social justice approaches with technical engineering skills. This requires an enhanced curriculum with a focus on student teamwork, a greater consideration of social and economic factors, improved communication with diverse constituents, and reflection on an ethical understanding of their decisions and solutions. Effective faculty members need to mirror these values and skills in their instruction and mentoring. This research will produce and disseminate a model for redefining the “engineering canon”. The model provides a template for change for similar institution types and creates a platform for change that moves away from narrowly-constructed and techno-centric epistemological approaches. Activities developed to support this project include a “speed networking” event with faculty from across campus and collaboration with industry partners to broadening ownership of engineering education [32].

Cohort 2
At Boise State University, the RED team is creating a Computer Science Professionals Hatchery that incorporates ethics and social justice in agile, vertically integrated Hatchery Units to promote a more inclusive culture and prepare students to work effectively on software development teams and be advocates for change in their future careers. Hatchery Units are one credit courses that are designed to address gaps in students’ technical knowledge identified by local industry, infuse ethics and social justice in the undergraduate computer science curriculum, and build communities of practice while providing a more streamlined integration experience for transfer students to the program. Guided by Rawl’s [33] theory of social justice, the team will work with students and faculty to create an environment that is welcoming and supportive for all undergraduate CS students and encourage graduates of the program to work to promote these values as future computer science professionals. The development of these values will be
promoted by building communities of practice [34] via capstone design experiences that involve students over all four years of their undergraduate career. The combination of these initiatives and activities will result in graduates better prepared to be computer science professionals and agents for positive change.

At Iowa State University, the RED team is involving students, faculty, practicing engineers and others in collaborative, inquiry-driven processes. Faculty are reshaping core courses in the middle years using evidence-based pedagogical strategies and working together to enhance their understanding and integration of these strategies in courses. A key addition to these courses is a socio-technical context that goes beyond the hardware and software toward responsible development of ECE technologies [26]. The change process is being driven by a novel cross-functional, collaborative instructional model for course design and professional formation, called X-teams. An X-team is comprised of process as well as content experts and uses pedagogical approaches that promote design thinking by faculty and students, systems thinking, leadership, socio-technical mindsets, and inclusion. X-teams are also serving as change agents for the rest of the department through communities of practice referred to as Y-circles. Y-circles, comprised of X-team members, faculty, staff, and undergraduate and graduate students in the department, are beginning a process of discovery and inquiry to bridge the engineering education research-to-practice gap and contribute to an organizational culture that fosters and sustains innovations [35]. A key goal for the RED project is to broaden the participation of underrepresented students, especially undergraduate women, in ECE. The project is being conducted in concert with an NSF S-STEM grant also emphasizing inclusive teaching practices and learning experiences [36]. Among the two cohorts of RED projects, there are three ECE departments, which are working together to share information [26, 37].

At Rowan University, the RED team is known as REDTED. REDTED stands for Rethinking Engineering Diversity, Transforming Engineering Diversity. REDTED has short term goals that include an increase in social and cultural capital by developing more inclusive curriculum and admission standards. The program has long term goals that include increased recruitment and retention of students as well as propagation of program elements to other institutions. A major goal REDTED aims to accomplish is increasing underrepresented minority student representation in the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department by fifty percent and retain ninety-five percent of all students. In order to increase student diversity, REDTED is looking to change admission criteria for first year and transfer students to promote diversity, enhance perception and understanding of diversity among students, faculty, and administrators, develop a mentoring program to service first year and transfer students, adopt inclusive, system-based curriculum material in all courses, develop students’ engineering identity by showcasing diverse professionals, and develop a model for recruitment and retention of diverse students. Along with changing recruitment and retention practices, REDTED also intends to change faculty evaluation practices and reward faculty that implement inclusive practices in their curriculum. This is done through working directly with faculty and addressing their needs in developing inclusive curriculum. More information about this project is available [38, 39, 40].

At Virginia Tech, the RED team is transforming the Bradley Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering so that it attracts a more diverse range of students and prepares them for a wider variety of careers. The transformation is based upon changing the department from having
two separate curricular paths, electrical engineering and computer engineering, to having multiple pathways that enable students to choose from a variety of concentrations. Students will also have greater opportunities for open-ended design experiences throughout all four years of the program, including projects that will serve as outreach opportunities to K-12 students in underserved communities. A key aspect of the project is using threshold concepts—concepts that are integrative and transformative, and that are the basis for “thinking like an engineer”—as a lens for faculty, students, and alumni to engage in a participatory design process for changing departmental culture. More information about this project is available. [37, 41]

**RED Community**

**REDCON**

The language in the NSF solicitation is unambiguous: “the awardees of this program will create knowledge concerning sustainable change in engineering and computer science education that can be scaled and adopted nationally across a wide variety of academic institutions” [42]. To promote the “scaled and adopted” outcome, NSF envisioned the awardees acting as a consortium to work together to leverage and maximize the outcomes of their individual work. This consortium-level work, now known as REDCON, is facilitated by an NSF-funded collaboration between Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology and University of Washington (known as REDPAR: RED Participatory Action Research). The explicit outcomes of REDCON focus on creating cross-institution collaboration, investigating best practices in making change in engineering and computer science, and promoting the individual work of the awardee teams. REDCON activities include regular conference calls (planned and hosted by REDPAR), outreach to the community (e.g. a five-team panel discussion at FIE 2016 [43]), and individual collaborations among awardee teams (e.g. team members from ASU, Purdue, and University of Washington collaborating on a research project to share at ASEE 2017 [44]). In several years, REDCON will have amassed an incredible library of presentations, publications, and case studies relating to change in engineering education (e.g. [25, 30, 45, 46]), and members will be able to act as consultants or coordinators for other institutions wishing to create the same level of cultural and curricular change needed for transformation. In these ways, REDCON is and will be serving the original goal NSF stated to facilitate scaling and adoption of change across the broader community.

**REDPAR**

REDPAR is an NSF-funded project acting in concert with the RED awardee teams. The work of REDPAR has two main focus points. First, the REDPAR team provides support and coordination for the teams and the teams’ members through consulting, on-site visits, and professional development workshops. These activities are guided by the research in organizational change, particularly with respect to higher education [4, 47, 48]. Second, the REDPAR team investigates the academic change process via a participatory action research approach, working with the REDCON team members to co-produce knowledge through cross-team analysis. Data collected from focus groups, document analysis, observations, and informal discussions guide decisions regarding the support structures and experiences REDPAR provides. The larger consortium-wide research shares particular success strategies, common challenges, novel approaches, and institutional parameters that promote or hold back change efforts. Initial dissemination of this work has suggested the community has a considerable interest in the results of this work [43, 49, 50].
**Webinar**
A nice example of an extension of REDCON activities that was not initially planned is the three-part webinar series “Developing a competitive NSF RED proposal” held in October 2016 [51]. In 2016, during the PI meeting for RED, the first cohort of RED teams collectively developed the idea of creating value for the NSF RED program by outreach to the applicant pool, with the idea of helping decode and frame the more challenging aspects of the RED solicitation. With leadership from one team in particular, the webinar series quickly developed, with contributions from members of both cohorts and the involvement of outside expertise. Three sessions were hosted: 1) What is revolutionary, 2) Assembling a winning RED team, and 3) Change model required. The series was attended by 190 unique registrants, touching institutions from across the scope of engineering education. The five hours of content produced from this series remain archived on academicchange.org as a resource to future potential awardees. This work was accomplished through collaborative activities promoted by the consortium model.

**ASEE Special Session Outline**
This special session will begin with an introduction from a former RED program officer. Then seven of the RED teams (Cohort 1: Arizona State, Colorado State, Oregon State, Purdue, and USD and Cohort 2: Iowa State and Boise State) and the REDPAR team will present highlights from their projects. The RED webinar will be summarized with contact information provided. Then session attendees will engage with RED team members in an interactive format to learn more about the projects, gain insight into how they might prepare their own RED proposals should the RED program continue, see how these projects are changing the landscape of engineering education across the U.S., and consider approaches for applying lessons to their own institutions to enact change.
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